
 

Why own a StreamTech Boat? 

Complete Package:  Our boat packages are complete and ready to row including top quality equipment. 

Quality:  StreamTech Boats are custom engineered and made to our Specifications in the USA by Maravia Corp. in 

Boise ID.  Maravia builds the toughest boats on the market.  Maravia's "Drop Stitch" floor allows our rocker design to 

come alive for superior performance, their urethane encapsulation provides extreme abrasion resistance and UV 

resistance and Maravia backs their products with a 10 year warranty you likely will never need.  Boxes are built of high 

grade aluminum and water tight. All package components are of the highest quality money can buy. 

Maneuverability:  Our full rocker hull design has a short water line and center pivot point that offers extraordinary 

maneuverability in an inflatable drift boat. The boats hold well in currents, track well, ferry well, spin on a dime and hold 

calmly at anchor.  Our 20" tubes all around combined with our full rocker result in a stable weight distribution and draft 

of roughly 2"-3" fully loaded.  Our full size tubes all around avoid tail drag common in Diminished tube boats. Our boats 

row great in all water conditions, simplify highly technical maneuvers and tackle extreme waters uncommonly well.  

Stability: The hull of our boats provides a very solid stance on the water that is very stable.  Worries about center line 

weight distribution are over.  Passengers can freely move about on the deck without concern over "dipping a rail" or  

tipping the boat over. 

Safety:  In addition to maneuverability and stability, StreamTech Boats are self bailing inflatable's and they are 

forgiving.  They bounce off rocks  and absorb impact well.  Because the boat is constructed with 5 separate air 

chambers, it is extremely difficult to "sink" one.  Although they are difficult to capsize, If capsized, the boat still floats.  It 

is easy to right the boat once again.  We sell a lot of boats to people that have sunk their hard boats.  We offer strap 

life lines, throw bags and other safety accessories. 

Simplicity and Frames:  Assembly is easy.  Boats inflate in minutes with an LVM Electric pump or around 20 minutes 

with the package stand up hand pump. Our break down frames assemble without tools in about a minute. The frame is 

"nested" dropping down and wedging between side tubes and locking in place beneath the thwart knuckle for solid 

structural integrity.  Boxes and coolers install in seconds with no tools.  Everything straps on.   

Ease of use features:  Clamshell Pro padded swivel seats with stout framework at fishing stations; wide & high 

backed padded Oarsman seats that include drain holes to drain the water off; optional padded bench seating with or 

without back rests; boat surfaces finished in a non skid finish that provides good traction for passengers; optional wide 

solid ash decks finished in a non skid finish that make it easy to move around on the boat and to get in and out of the 

boat.  Decking is also like a huge counter top useful for laying out items, for dog access or even for laying out lunch.  

Our Work Trays fill otherwise empty space beneath the front and oarsman seats with very handy open storage space 

for things like fly boxes, tools, tippets, sunscreen etc..  A solid array of storage boxes and cooler options provide 

efficient and functional cargo capacity.  

On Deck Storage:  Storage options include aluminum water tight gear boxes, work trays and cooler options.  We offer 

expedition sized storage boxes, smaller on deck tackle boxes, cockpit boxes, and various medium sized boxes.  All 

boxes are custom made of the finest materials to fit efficiently into our system. 

Fishing Amenities:  Fishing is easy from our boats.  The "Drop Stitch" floor is solid and non skid to stand on without 

bolt in flooring.  We include stout fishing stations front and rear with padded lean bars or "retaining bars" designed to 

allow locking in place for efficient casting, fishing and for remaining solidly in place through rougher waters hands free.  

Our efficient anchor system runs inside our frame eliminating rope and pulley clutter on deck.  We use a 2:1 pulley set 

up for easy anchor deployment and retrieval.  

Multi Use capability:  Our boats are designed to allow using the boats as a fishing platform, a multi day expedition 

platform, a standard oarlock white water rig or a white water paddle raft.  These boats carry a heavy load. 

Accessories:  We offer many accessories including several trailer models, boat covers and river gear.   


